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	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way
	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that
	Microsoft Office 2010 has to offer.


	In developing the New Perspectives Series, our goal was to create books that give students
	the software concepts and practical skills they need to succeed beyond the classroom. We’ve
	updated our proven case-based pedagogy with more practical content to make learning
	skills more meaningful to students.


	With the New Perspectives Series, students understand why they are learning what they
	are learning, and are fully prepared to apply their skills to real-life situations.


	This book provides essential coverage of Microsoft Access 2010, and includes the following:


	• Detailed, hands-on instruction of Microsoft Access 2010 basics, including creating and
	maintaining a database, querying a database, and creating forms and reports


	• Coverage of important database concepts, including guidelines for designing databases,
	setting field properties, and defining table relationships


	• Exploration of the exciting new features of Access 2010, including working in Backstage
	view, using the Data Type gallery to add new fields, and applying themes to database
	objects


	New for this edition!


	• Each session begins with a Visual Overview, a new two-page spread that includes
	colorful, enlarged screenshots with numerous callouts and key term definitions, giving
	students a comprehensive preview of the topics covered in the session, as well as
	a handy study guide.


	• New ProSkills boxes provide guidance for how to use the software in real-world, professional
	situations, and related ProSkills exercises integrate the technology skills students
	learn with one or more of the following soft skills: decision making, problem
	solving, teamwork, verbal communication, and written communication.


	• Important steps are now highlighted in yellow with attached margin notes to help students
	pay close attention to completing the steps correctly and avoid time-consuming
	rework.
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Biology of the Arterial Wall (Basic Science for the Cardiologist)Springer, 1999
`... a timely, complete and useful review of the  arterial wall in states of health and disease. This is the first book  that I am aware of that covers recent advances in such a thorough  manner under a single cover. Although the editors have aimed it at  clinicians and researchers, it will be more valuable to the...
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Advanced Computational Intelligence Paradigms in Healthcare - 1 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
This book presents some of the most recent research results on the applications of computational intelligence in healthcare. The contents include: Information model for management of clinical content; State-based model for management of type II diabetes; Case-based reasoning in medicine; Assessing the quality of care in artificial intelligence...
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Travel Behaviour Modification (TBM) Program for Adolescents in Penang Island: Intervention Ideas to Promote Sustainable Transport (SpringerBriefs on Case Studies of Sustainable Development)Springer, 2018

	
		This book discusses the potential of travel behaviour modification (TBM) as a persuasive tool to promote low-carbon mobility among adolescents on Penang Island by highlighting the role of bus usage in a sustainable urban lifestyle. The participants of the Reduce Carbon Footprint Campaign, which aimed to create...
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CMOS Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, 3rd Edition (IEEE Press Series on Microelectronic Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technology continues to be the dominant technology for fabricating integrated circuits (ICs or chips). This dominance will likely continue for the next 25 years and perhaps even longer. Why? CMOS technology is reliable, manufacturable, low power, low cost, and, perhaps most importantly, scalable....
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Urinary and Fecal Incontinence: An Interdisciplinary ApproachSpringer, 2005

	- This text gives a more universal approach to the subject


	- Reaches a wide range of physicians from different disciplines


	- Easily structured for hands-on diagnosis
...
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ZBrush Character Creation: Advanced Digital SculptingSybex, 2008
ZBrush's popularity is exploding giving more CG artists the power to create stunning digital art with a distinctively fine art feel. ZBrush Character Creation: Advanced Digital Sculpting is the must-have guide to creating highly detailed, lush, organic models using the revolutionary ZBrush software. Digital sculptor Scott Spencer guides...
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